
1. Cut the Orange paper plate in half. One half forms the body and make the ears, face, legs

and tail out of the other half. From one half, cut out a triangle that will form the fox’s face. Cut

out 4 legs, one tail & 2 small triangles that will form the ears.

2. Cut out a triangle from the cream colored paper. Use the paper plate cutout as a

template and then make zig zag cuts at the top to form its furry nose. Using glue, stick in

place. Let dry.

3. Complete the face of the Fox by sticking a black Pom Pom for its nose, 2 googly eyes and

ears. You can add cream paper for the ears too.

4. Finally glue all of the pieces together to the paper plate half as shown

Supplies fSupplies for For Foox:x:

Orange paper plate Google eyes Black pom pom

Cream colored paper Glue Stick Scissors
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Supplies fSupplies for Bear:or Bear:

2 Brown paper plates (or white plates colored brown) White/tan/brown paper Black marker

Glue/tape Scissors Black pom-poms Google eyes

1. Start by cutting a piece out of the bottom of a paper plate making it look like

the bear's "feet" on each side. Then take another paper plate and cut out the

middle circle leaving two ear shapes on top. From the scraps cut out a small tail.

2. Cut an oval out of tan paper and draw a nose/mouth on it.

3. Finish off the craft by taping or gluing the pieces together & adding eyes.

Supplies fSupplies for Por Pororcupine:cupine:

Grey paper plate Black marker Google eyes

Glue/tape Scissors Black pom-poms

1. Start by folding a paper plate in half & gluing it closed

2. Cut slits along the edge of the plate

3. Cut strips in the top of the paper plate for the porcupine’s back

4. Draw in eyes, nose, mouth & ear

Taken in part from craftymorning.com & artsycraftsymom.com
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